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We are building an experiment to search for dark matter in the form of dark photons in the
nano- to milli-eV mass range. This experiment is the electromagnetic dual of magnetic detector
dark radio experiments. It is also a frequency-time dual experiment in two ways: We search for a
high-Q signal in wide-band data rather than tuning a high-Q resonator, and we measure electric
rather than magnetic fields. In this paper we describe a pilot experiment using room temperature
electronics which demonstrates feasibility and sets useful limits to the kinetic coupling ε∼10−12 over
50–300 MHz. With a factor of 2000 increase in real-time spectral coverage, and lower system noise
temperature, it will soon be possible to search a wide range of masses at 100 times this sensitivity.
We describe the planned experiment in two phases: Phase-I will implement a wide band, 5-million
channel, real-time FFT processor over the 30–300 MHz range with a back-end time-domain optimal
filter to search for the predicted Q ∼ 106 line using low-noise amplifiers. We have completed spot
frequency calibrations using a biconical dipole antenna in a shielded room that extrapolate to a
5σ limit of ε ∼ 10−13 for the coupling from the dark field, per month of integration. Phase-II will
extend the search to 20 GHz using cryogenic preamplifiers and new antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

The physical nature of dark matter is unknown. Sen-
sitive searches for weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMPS) have found nothing [1]. In recent years the
WIMP hypothesis has dominated searches for dark mat-
ter since a generic weak-scale thermal relic could account
for all of the observed dark matter in the universe [2].
Experimenters continue to probe new WIMP parameter
space by developing larger and more sensitive detectors,
however these tend to lose sensitivity when the mass of
the dark matter particle is small, leaving a large range of
parameter space open for exploration [3].

The 2014 P5 report [4] emphasizes the importance of
searching for dark matter along every feasible avenue.
To date, relatively little effort has been spent on detec-
tion of ultra-low mass dark matter candidates where it is
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best described as a wave rather than a particle [5]. This
requires development of new detectors.

The dark photon is a hypothetical, low-mass vector bo-
son which has been posed as a candidate for dark matter.
Dark photons could account for much of the dark matter,
and are theoretically motivated via fluctuations of a vec-
tor field during the early inflation epoch of our universe.
A relic abundance of such a particle could be produced
non-relativistically in the early universe in a similar way
to axions, through either the misalignment mechanism
or through quantum fluctuations of the field during in-
flation [6, 7].

In contrast to axions, a massive, inflation-produced
vector boson like a dark photon would have a power spec-
trum that is peaked at a length scale of roughly 1010 km,
and rapidly decreases in intensity at large length scales,
consistent with CMB observations. Furthermore, a dark
photon would adopt the adiabatic fluctuations of the in-
flaton making it a good dark matter candidate [7]. The
high phase space density required for dark photons to
constitute a significant portion of the local dark mat-
ter density (∼0.3 GeV/cc) implies that they would be-
have as an oscillating field and would oscillate with a
frequency equal to the mass of the dark photon. In gen-
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eral, for a theory with two U(1) symmetries, there would
be some weak coupling with a corresponding term in the
Lagrangian [8–10]. The Lagrangian then varies from the
standard model, LSM , as shown in Eq. 1.

L = −1

4
F ′µνF

′µν +
1

2
m2A′µA

′µ− 1

2
εF ′µνF

µν
EM +LSM (1)

Here m is the mass of the dark photon, Fµν and Aµ are
the electromagnetic field strength and gauge potential,
F ′µν and A′µ are the dark photon field strength and gauge
potential, and ε is the dark photon-to-electromagnetic
coupling factor which must be measured. The mixing
term between the two coupled fields is then 1

2εF
′
µνF

µν
EM .

Through kinetic mixing, dark photons would be de-
tectable in traditional electromagnetic searches, and ε
can be measured. Previous experimental bounds on ε
from direct detection are summarized in [11]. The other
unknown is the mass (frequency) of the dark photon.

We are building an experiment to search for dark pho-
tons in the nano- to milli-eV mass range. This experi-
ment is the electromagnetic dual of magnetic dark pho-
ton experiments performed by Parker, et al., [12] and
Chaudhuri, et al., [13]. We have completed a feasibil-
ity test of our Dark E-field Radio experiment which has
shown that the full experiment can work. Here we report
on this pilot experiment. We plan to finish construction
of the experiment and carry out a comprehensive search
over a mass range spanning four orders of magnitude.
For this, we are developing a novel time-spectrum detec-
tor which optimally detects a monochromatic signal and
rejects signals varying on timescales incompatible with
the model.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section II we review the detection technique, and the
plans for an efficient wideband real-time FFT. In Section
III we outline the current pilot experiment and plans for
the next phase. In Section IV we present a sensitivity
analysis describing how the limit on the kinetic coupling
parameter ε depends on system parameters. In Section
V we discuss EM simulations of the response to a vol-
ume electric field in the shielded room. In Section VI
we describe the details of this pilot experiment and its
S/N, while Section VII presents our data acquisition and
analysis methods. Signal injection tests of sensitivity are
given in Section VIII. Section IX presents the search logic
and preliminary results on ε in this pilot experiment, and
in Section X we outline the eventual reach of the experi-
ment in two future phases.

II. FEMTOVOLT TIME-SPECTRUM
DETECTOR

Evidence for the existence of dark matter was discov-
ered via its gravitational effects on large scale dynam-
ics, and new astronomical probes promise to establish
additional constraints on its physical nature [14]. Astro-
nomical observations [15, 16] jointly give the energy den-
sity of dark matter, ρDM, at our position in our Galaxy:

380±180 TeV/m3. For dark photons in free space, con-
verting this energy density to its corresponding observed
electric field gives [13]∣∣ ~Eobs

∣∣ ≈ ε√ 2

ε0
ρDM (2)

For our local dark matter energy density, this gives
∼ 3700 V/m multiplied by the weak coupling factor ε.

Because the dark field will pass through any shield-
ing, the entire experiment is placed inside an electro-
magnetic shield to screen external, interfering electro-
magnetic sources. This shielding, however, will affect
the sensitivity of the experiment. As a simple analytic
example, inside a cylindrical conducting shield whose ra-
dius, R, is much smaller than the wavelength of the dark
photon oscillations (λ = h/mγ′c for dark photon mass
mγ′), this observed field will be suppressed, giving [13]∣∣ ~Eobs

∣∣ ≈ ε√ 2

ε0
ρDM

(mγ′c

~

)2
R2 (3)

plus a term (that is negligible in our frequency range)
∝ mγ′RvDM where vDM ∼ 10−3 c is the velocity of the
dark matter. In the limit where λ � R, the observed
electric field approaches its free space value. In the case
of more complex geometries such as a shielded room with
fixtures, the general trend is the same, but a numerical
simulation must be performed.

As in WIMP searches, there are two unknowns: the
frequency of the wave (a proxy for the mass) and its
weakly coupled amplitude. We measure the induced elec-
tric field with a wideband antenna. The experiment is
conducted inside a large (≈ 27.4 m3) electromagnetically
shielded room, searching for a weak narrowband signal
between 30 MHz and 20 GHz from dark photons con-
verting from within the shield. The antenna is polar-
ization sensitive, enabling detection of the expected E-
field in any direction whence aligned. The challenge is
detecting a 1 ppm spectrally pure signal, varying only
on 12-hour timescales (Earth rotation), at femtovolt lev-
els, in wideband noise. Since the frequency of the line
is unknown, the search must be over as wide a spectral
range as possible. For high spectral efficiency, we must
also measure this small signal simultaneously at each can-
didate frequency. Our experiment will use a 62-million
channel real time fast Fourier transform (FFT) processor
using field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) similar to
MacMahon et al.[17].

In order to have high spectral efficiency plus high
sensitivity, we leverage two new technologies: an ultra-
low-noise radio receiving system inside a large shielded
room, plus state-of-the-art wide-band spectrum monitor-
ing. Together with time-domain filtering, the combina-
tion will be a uniquely efficient real-time detector which
can simultaneously search wide swaths of frequency for
the signal from dark photons converting to detectable
photons with fractional bandwidth (mass) of 1 ppm.

To test this idea, we have built a pilot experiment in-
side a shielded room using a wide-bandwidth biconical
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antenna and room temperature preamps (Fig. 1). To
date, we have performed two proofs of concept: Firstly,
we detect a 150 pV/m converted dark photon proxy sig-
nal injected into the shielded room using an RF signal
generator (outside the shielded room) connected to a low-
gain dipole inside the room over the course of a 1-month
integration.

Secondly, we do a two-month long run between 50-300
MHz with a Q of 105 looking for single bin anomalies on
top of the RF background. However, both runs suffer
from ultra-low spectral efficiency because of the limited
frequency span of the commercial real-time spectrum an-
alyzer currently used in our pilot experiment. To cover a
wide spectral range we must integrate over each narrow
span and then step to the next span.

For the next phase of the experiment, our planned
time-spectrum detector with cryogenic preamps will solve
that problem by addressing the twin issues of simultane-
ous wide spectrum sampling and time invariant signal fil-
tering, enabling a sensitive search for dark photons over
a large range of effective mass.

III. THE EXPERIMENT

We propose to develop a novel 100% spectral efficiency
detector utilizing multiple special antennas, with cryo-
genic preamps, and construct three efficient FFT spec-
tral monitoring systems [18], along with the software for
time-signature filter and data analysis. A time-frequency
signal-matched filter significantly enhances the signal-to-
background ratio by demanding that the signal occupy
only one spectral bin and be constant in time for hours.
Because a monochromatic constant signal transmits no
information, no intentional signal has this property

Instrumenting two separated shielded rooms we plan to
run simultaneous searches in multiple frequency bands,
integrating for a month, covering a vast frequency range,
ultimately THz. Spectral data will be stored frequently
so that any candidate detection can be analyzed for time
dependence because the power spectrum of a true dark
matter E-field signal will not vary on short timescales.

Figure 1 shows the current 30–300 MHz setup in a
3.05× 2.45× 3.67 m commercial shielded room with over
100 dB isolation. For the pilot experiment all conducting
features in the room which could measurably affect our
simulations over a 50–300 MHz range have been included
in the solid model. We have done EM simulations versus
frequency of the induced currents in the walls due to
the weakly converting dark photon field and validated
the predicted antenna voltage by injected signal tests.
At frequencies above 200 MHz the room suppression of
the signal is small, and the antenna transfer function
(antenna factor) approaches that of free-space.

Before describing the results of our pilot experiment, in
this section we describe plans for the next phases of the
experiment. In Phase-I (post-pilot), a wide band FFT
over the 30–300 MHz region, with a back end optimal

FIG. 1. The Dark E-field Radio experiment inside a large
electromagnetic shielded room, searching for a narrowband
signal between 30 MHz and 20 GHz from dark photons con-
verting inside the shield. The antenna is placed in the center
of the room. Features that affect the modes of the room are
shown including light fixtures, electrical box, and door latch.
All of these impact the antenna’s response to wall currents.
The output from the antenna is fed into a low noise ampli-
fier inside the shield, whose buffered output is connected to a
wideband real-time spectrum analyzer for data processing.

filter, will be used for the initial search for the predicted
Q ∼ 106 line, using low-noise amplifiers. Phase-II will
search up to 20 GHz and will use cryogenic preamps and
a novel antenna design. We can ultimately cover a factor
of 10,000 in mass range, at levels of sensitivity up to 105

times better than current astrophysical limits.

IV. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Of course the direction of a monochromatic E-field
from dark photons is unknown. Although we do not
record phase, the receiver is sensitive to E-field direc-
tion due to the polarization sensitivity of the antenna.
For example a dipole has peak sensitivity to an E-field
aligned with its axis. We mount the antenna such that
it is most sensitive to the east-west component of an E-
field, so that if a signal is detected, its amplitude will be
modulated on 12-hour periods by the Earth’s rotation.

The sensitivity of the receiver in this pilot experiment
is limited by the thermal noise of the low-noise pream-
plifier, which dominates the thermal emission from the
wall. The voltage presented at the input to the preamp
by thermal radio emission from the walls is reduced by
two factors relative to the noise voltage generated in the
preamp: the emissivity of the wall, and the antenna fac-
tor (see Section V).

The measurable quantities are the total power, PT , and
the system noise power, Psys. The noise power can also
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be measured by averaging the measured power in nearby
frequency bins. The signal power, Psig, adds linearly with
the noise power and thus can be found by subtracting the
noise power from the total power

Psig = PT − Psys = V 2
sig Re

{
Z
}
/|Z|2 (4)

where Vsig is the measured RMS voltage and Z is the
impedance of the antenna. We use a balun to match
the impedance of the antenna to the transmission line
and therefore Re

{
Z
}
/|Z|2 ≈ 1/|Z|. The signal voltage is

related to the electric field at the position of the antenna,
~Ex by the antenna factor AF

AF ≡
∣∣∣∣ ~ExVsig

∣∣∣∣ (5)

This response, AF, is defined as the electric field compo-
nent coupling to the antenna divided by the correspond-
ing voltage developed at the antenna terminals. AF has
units of meters−1.

In free space, the dark matter energy density is related
to the measured electric field via

ρDM =
ε0
ε

∣∣∣ ~E′∣∣∣2 (6)

where ε is the small kinetic mixing parameter between
the dark photon and electromagnetism and ε0 is the per-
mittivity of free space. From this, the signal power is
related to the local dark matter energy density accord-
ing to

Psig =
ε

ε0 (AF )
2 |Z|

ρDM (7)

The uncertainty in a noise measurement on a narrow
band signal, σT , is given by the Dicke radiometer equa-
tion [19] [20]

σT ≈
Tsys√
∆νRF τ

(8)

where Tsys is the system noise temperature. The band-
width, ∆νRF , times the integration time, τ , gives the
number of trials in the integration. The random uncer-
tainty in the measured power, σP , is therefore given by

σP ≈ kB∆νRFσT (9)

This uncertainty applies to both the measurement of to-
tal power and to the measurement of the baseline power.
The total power is measured for a single bin, whereas
the baseline power is measured using a large number of
bins, so the statistical uncertainty in the signal power is
approximately given by

σP ≈ kBσT ≈
kBTsys√
∆νRF τ

(10)
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FIG. 2. SNR dependence on number of scans averaged for
a 10nV signal, relative to a 100 nV long-time averaged noise
floor, at a frequency of f0. The red, blue, magenta, and green
curves represent the signal after 1, 10, 100, and 1,000 scans,
respectively. The width of this signal is assumed to be ∆f =
f0/106. Note that even though the average noise level goes
down like the square root of time (Equation 11), the limit on
the scalar coupling constant, ε, goes as the quarter root of
time (Equation 12).
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FIG. 3. Time dependence of a detection. The gray shaded
region shows the predicted ±1σ band of the integrated voltage
measurement from a 10 nV signal as a function of time. The
solid blue line shows the 3σ exclusion limit as a function of
time. The black dashed line and shaded region shows the
predicted time until a 3σ detection.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the predicted behavior of the
averaged spectral data and eventual measurement error
in the event of a detection of a 10 nV dark matter signal.
Figure 2 shows the time-evolution of the baseline noise
near a detection. As the baseline averages down, the ex-
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clusion limit will decrease as (number of scans)1/4. As it
approaches the 10 nV signal, the additional power from
the dark photon field will manifest as a worsened exclu-
sion limit around the central frequency, f0. Once the 5σ
threshold is crossed, the uncertainty on the measurement
will decrease as the inverse square root of time.

Figure 3 depicts the integration time dependence of
the 5σ exclusion limit, and of the predicted integrated
voltage measurement from a 10 nV dark matter signal.
The limit curve again decreases like the quarter root of
the number of scans, and a discovery will occur when
the measurement rises above this line. The exclusion line
enters the ±1σ band of the voltage measurement at 1,428
scans and exits at 3,272 scans. This means that although
the expected time until detection of such a signal is 2304
scans, the actual time will vary by roughly 40%.

The uncertainty in the coupling constant due to system
noise, σε, can be found using standard error propagation

σ2
ε =

 ∂

∂Psig

√ (AF )
2 |Z|ε0Psig

ρDM

2

σ2
P

σε = kBTsys

√
(AF )

2 |Z|ε0∆νRF
4ρDMPsigτ

(11)

If a positive detection is defined as a signal equal to a
constant multiple of the system noise, ξ ∈ R+, the limit
of detection for a given integration time is given by

ε

σε
=

2Psig

kBTsys

√
τ

∆νRF
≡ ξ

ε
∣∣∣
SNR=ξ

=

(
∆ν

τ

)1/4
√
ξkBTsys (AF )

2 |Z|ε0
2ρDM

(12)

Equation 11 describes how the uncertainty of a given
dark photon signal decreases with integration time, while
Eqn. 12 (obtained by substituting Eqn. 7) describes how
the limit of detection is improved with integration time.
The former scales like the inverse square root of time, and
can be thought of as an expression of the central limit
theorem, while the latter scales as the inverse quarter
root of time. For example, in order to reduce the limit
of detection measured using an hour of data by a factor
of 10, the integration time would have to be increased to
about 1 year.

From Eqn. 12, a factor of four decrease in system tem-
perature is equivalent to a factor of 16 longer integration
per span. Clearly, cryogenic preamplifiers are necessary,
and the limit on ε will improve until the preamplifier
noise temperature becomes small relative to the effective
temperature of the thermal radiation from the walls. As
discussed in Section VI, there is a further trade-off be-
tween integration time per FFT span and the number of
FFT spans.

V. EM SIMULATION OF RESPONSE

The antenna and the shielded room are sufficiently
complex that an analytic derivation the the effective an-
tenna factor is impractical. As a cross validation, we cal-
culated the antenna factor analytically for a thick dipole
in a rectangular waveguide and in free space, and con-
firmed the results using COMSOL electromagnetic sim-
ulation software. Using both COMSOL and CST EM
software ([21] [22]) we carried out simulations of the re-
sponse of our antenna to a converted volume E-field in
the shielded room. As mentioned above, this response is
the antenna factor (AF ). For our antenna in a shielded
room, the boundary conditions of the conducting walls
mean that the AF exceeds the free-space value (antenna
response suppressed) at frequencies for which the wave-
length is large compared to the size of the shielded room.
At frequencies above this lower cutoff, the AF is quite
unlike the free space AF because of the strong coupling
of the antenna to the modes of the shielded room. In fact,
the antenna-room system becomes essentially a larger
EM detector – providing gain (lower AF ) about a fac-
tor of 10 in excess of the isolated dipole over wide fre-
quency ranges [23]. The model for the shielded room
and antenna is taken from measurements with precision
of 0.2% of the shortest wavelength. An example of the
mode structure in the shielded room from a COMSOL
simulation is shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 4. COMSOL simulation of the TE520 room mode.
The interior of the room with our biconical antenna is
shown alongside a three dimensional heat-map of the E-field
strength. The cylinders in the sketch at the top of the room
are light fixtures. On the front-facing side, the electrical panel
box (left) and the door latch (right) are also shown

An EM simulation of the antenna factor for our bi-
conical dipole antenna in the shielded room, using CST,
is shown in Fig. 5. This simplified antenna plus room
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model “empty room” allows comparison to analytically
derived modes. Even the presence of the antenna in the
room causes mode-mode coupling.
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FIG. 5. CST simulation of the antenna factor of the biconical
antenna in the shielded room as a function of frequency with
a broadband 50-180Ω balun matching network (red). Also
shown is the simulation of the free-space AF (black) empha-
sizing how the room and antenna become a strongly coupled
system.

VI. PILOT EXPERIMENT

The pilot study provides a proof of concept of experi-
mental design. Data are collected from 50-300 MHz using
the setup outlined in Fig. 1. For this feasibility study,
a biconical antenna, low noise, room temperature am-
plifiers, and a commercial real-time spectrum analyzer
(RTSA: Rigol Model RSA5065-TG) are used.

In the pilot experiment, memory limitations of the cur-
rent RTSA require splitting up the entire spectral range
into a series of sequential spans, which reduces acquisi-
tion efficiency. This span is, in part, defined for a given
window type, by a span per resolution ratio, SRR. Given
a required resolution, Q, (defined as frequency over res-
olution bandwidth), a center frequency, CF, the span of
a scan can then be calculated from

Span = CF

[
Q

SRR
+

1

2

]−1
(13)

As an example, for a fixed resolution of 105 and a 1024-
point Kaiser window, this requires 454 separate scans
to cover the entire range from 50-300 MHz. This loss
in efficiency will be mitigated in the ultimate real-time
data acquisition system with 100% efficiency, allowing
simultaneous acquisition across the entire spectral range.

In order to make external EM interference subdomi-
nant to contributions from thermal and amplifier noise,

the shielded room must have greater than 100 dB shield-
ing across the entire spectral range surveyed. Experi-
ments were done to verify that the shielded room met
these requirements by transmitting a signal of known
frequency and constant power from the outer lab room
and observing the antenna response when the door to
the room was open versus closed. Care was taken not
to overdrive amplifiers, and calibrated attenuators were
necessary. These data confirm that the dominant contri-
bution to the noise floor is not from externally generated
EM sources. In addition, the outer lab itself is shielded.
Nevertheless, a few high power known signals are de-
tected inside the shielded room. Thus, monitoring of the
spectrum outside the shielded room is a necessary feature
of our experiment. Any signal detected in the shielded
room must be at least 100 dB stronger outside if it is due
to external RF.

The RF noise in the shielded room is non-zero and orig-
inates from two sources. First, the 20% emissivity of the
290 K walls creates a thermal background which tends
to pile up at the room resonances: 1

2kBT per degree of
freedom. This is the strongest noise source in the case
of a low noise preamp. The second weaker contribution
comes from the noise coupling out of the input port of
the preamp itself. Broadband noise from the input port
of the preamp can couple to the antenna and radiate into
the shielded room exciting room modes. Both of these
room noise signals are in addition to the wideband noise
of the preamp. This induced non-white room noise then
couples to the antenna into the preamp, creating a ∼0.5
nV/Hz1/2 added component (modulo the coupling of the
mode to the antenna polarization) on top of the 100 K
noise temperature preamp white noise spectrum of 530
pV/Hz1/2. A noise spectrum covering the full range of
the Phase-I bicon antenna is shown in Fig. 6. The mea-
sured RMS noise-voltage spectral density vs. frequency is
shown, referred to the output of the antenna. Also shown
for reference is the short-circuit noise spectral density of
the preamp.

VII. DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

The goal of the experiment is to search for a Q ≈ 106,
time invariant signal on less than 12-hour time scales,
that is completely submerged in noise. This is done us-
ing the following process. For each span, small subsets of
data are bin-averaged together. Any spans that have sig-
nals 5σ above the baseline are thrown out. This works as
a data filter to remove high-amplitude transient signals,
reducing unwanted noise.

To search for a monochromatic signal (one spectral
bin) in the presence of noise, the amplitude of each bin
must be understood relative to the noise floor. This noise
floor is not flat, due to a combination of shielded room
and instrument effects. To resolve this, each bin-averaged
span is passed through an optimized high-pass filter to
remove low frequency baseline shape.
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FIG. 6. Blue: The spectrum of noise in the shielded room
referred to the input of the preamp, showing modes coupled
to the polarization of the bicon antenna. This shielded room
thermal noise is on top of the wideband white noise of the
room temperature preamplifier. Red: System noise tempera-
ture referenced to 50Ω (the input impedance of the preamp)
for short-circuited pre-amp input. Future runs will use cooled
preamplifiers.

A post-FFT filter for the background noise floor is used
that assigns weights to frequency bins near the trial fre-
quency. This helps to determine whether a measured
signal is significantly above the noise floor. The shape of
this filter is optimized using signal injection tests by find-
ing the window shape that maximizes the final measured
signal-to-noise ratio for nearby background noise.

Memory limitations in the RTSA used in this pilot ex-
periment require dividing the 50-300 MHz range into a
series of smaller scans called spans, each of which has
the required fractional spectral resolution. These nar-
row spectral spans are further subdivided in time into
smaller, 10-second time intervals to maximize the abil-
ity to veto spurious external noise while also being writ-
ten sufficiently infrequently to avoid write-to-disk bottle-
necks leading to losses in scanning efficiency. All data
files are written out in a plain text format and saved to
disk. Afterwards, they are converted to fixed-size, bi-
nary format (HDF5) files for data processing. The re-
sulting time-frequency database of time-tagged sequen-
tial spectral spans enables a series of detection validation
tests. Any detection of a monochromatic signal may be
examined for its time dependence and compared in am-
plitude with the expected 100 dB stronger signal on a
spectrum analyzer and broadband antenna outside the
shielded room.

VIII. SIGNAL INJECTION TESTS

As a test of the sensitivity of the Phase-I system, we
inject a small signal at one frequency and integrate the
FFT over a narrow bandwidth. Figure 7 shows an exam-
ple of the resulting spectrum. For this test, we inject a
small signal at 70.5 MHz into the shielded room using a
small bow-tie antenna. This signal is well below the noise
floor of the receiver. A narrow-band sweep from 70.48-
70.51 MHz was then performed many times to extract
the signal from the noise. Since the span is narrow, we
can scan in real time, performing a nearly 100% efficient
FFT over this frequency range. The result for 106 sec
integration shows an amplitude of 42 pV (RMS) referred
to the input of the preamplifier. Using the standard de-
viation of the baseline in the narrow-band sweep, and the
known antenna factor, a 5σ-limit on the kinetic mixing
parameter, ε, of 6.4×10−13 between 70.49 and 70.51 MHz
can be inferred.
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FIG. 7. Power spectrum showing a 22σ detection at 70.5 MHz
after 106 seconds integration (frequency span=10 kHz). Total
signal power received by the antenna is 3.5 ×10−23W, which
is a factor of 730 below our detection threshold without aver-
aging. This signal injection test demonstrates the sensitivity
of our pilot system.

We test the limiting detectable signal vs. integration
time and find that the peak detectable power scales in-
versely as the square root of integration time. As dis-
cussed in Section IV, the limiting ε then scales as the
fourth root of integration time. A study of the average
of many scans with a weak injected signal demonstrated
that the expected behavior from Eqn. 11 is observed.

There is a trade off between channel width (needed to
attain high Q), number of spans, and integration time in
the search phase vs. followup phase for any detected sig-
nal. In the search phase, detection of a monochromatic
signal buried in noise is the goal. This puts emphasis on
integration time per Hz. However, because the frequency
of the signal is unknown, the maximum range must be
covered during the search phase. For example halving the
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FFT resolution doubles the spectral efficiency (half the
number of required spans) for a given run time. Splitting
the spans during data acquisition into sequential time
samples enables additional filtering for the expected con-
stant signal.

Once candidate signals are detected above threshold,
a run at high efficiency may be made with much higher
spectral resolution in spans centered on the candidate fre-
quencies. A surviving candidate may then be validated
by demanding a non-detection in the spectrum monitor-
ing system with an antenna outside the shielded room.

IX. SEARCH FOR A SIGNAL

In this section we outline the process of searching for
a narrowband constant signal, and describe the results
of our pilot Phase-I search. Due to the low efficiency of
searching 50-300 MHz we consider two types of search:

1. A 100% efficient search confined to several narrow
spans at several spot frequencies

2. A broadband search covering 50-300 MHz but at
∼ 1/400 the efficiency of the spot limits.

FIG. 8. Flow chart describing the logic of the search process.
Starting with the data from the measured spectrum, the fig-
ure shows analysis of a detected signal, and the automated
methodology for eliminating false positive signals.

After an initial run is performed, and our data are pro-
cessed, we must determine where any potential high Q
signals that match our criteria originate. The methodol-
ogy for this process is outlined in Fig. 8.

The RF spectrum outside the shielded room is domi-
nated by electromagnetic signals which contain informa-
tion. Thus, in general, they do not exhibit extremely

high Q and constant amplitude. The nature of any sig-
nal detected in the shielded room may be revealed by
comparing the signal measured inside the shielded room
to the signal outside the room. External electromagnetic
signals in our frequency range should be attenuated in-
side the shielded room by 100 dB or more.

This search logic flowchart applies to our Phase-I and
Phase-II experiments as well. Once a candidate high-
Q apparently constant signal is detected there are are
a series of investigations that will occur. Using a higher
resolution smaller span targeted run the shape of the line
could be investigated, and any time-variation detected.
Based on those results, as well as non-detection outside
the shielded room, the next step will be to confirm the
signal in an identical setup some distance away. We are
preparing that infrastructure. Finally, the next obvious
step will be to focus on that frequency with the vastly su-
perior sensitivity of a superconducting quantum limited
detector of the kind employed by the Stanford group [24].
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FIG. 9. Reach of the pilot experiment after short test inte-
grations. The blue curve is for only 3.8 hours of real-time
data collection. The orange dots show spot measurements at
63.9,70.5, 152, and 247 MHz taken with at least 5 × 105sec
of real-time data extrapolated to 1 month of data acquisition
(assuming the current noisy receiver), and are offset from the
blue curve by the expected amount due to the different inte-
gration times.

Limits on ε 50-300 MHz

The first run of the pilot experiment was done over
the course of two months scanning between 50 and 300
MHz. The goal was a proof of concept. Figure 9 shows
the results of approximately 3.8 hours of real-time data
collection from 50-300 MHz using the system show in
Fig. 1. This short effective integration resulted from the
dead time of the RTSA inherent in the sequential fre-
quency scans. The data taking procedure is outlined in
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Section VII. Conversion from voltage to electric field was
done using the modeled antenna factor shown in Fig. 5.
This was converted to an ε limit by looking at the stan-
dard deviation of the electric field at each bin and calcu-
lating the 5σ limit.

This search produced approximately 130 bins where
there was a signal of interest (equal to 0.03 % of all bins
in the search). Many of these signals are quickly ex-
cluded via Step 2 in Fig. 8. Signals that remain after
this process are generally excluded by Step 3. However,
care must be taken because some of these candidates are
transient. Looking at the dependence of the voltage noise
above baseline on the time of day the signal gives a fur-
ther handle on whether to exclude these as possible can-
didates. As described in Fig. 8, splitting up the data into
short time bins, enables monitoring signals versus time
in order to discriminate transient interference from can-
didate dark photons. Figure 10 highlights the transient
nature of one of these candidate peaks at 145.5 MHz,
which is the location of a weekly ham radio net.
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FIG. 10. Voltage above baseline of ∼19 minutes of data over
a 2-hour time window. At 145.5 MHz, a weekly ham radio
net on the 100W K6JRB repeater at 12:30 p.m. is clearly
detected. This signal can be eliminated due to short term
time-variance. At 288.0 MHz, a possible candidate of un-
known origin is shown. This is eliminated by checking the
signal outside the shielded room, finding it 110 dB stronger.

The other candidate detection at 288 MHz was elim-
inated by comparing with the RF spectrum outside the
shielded room. While there is variation in the SNR at
288 MHz, the candidate is only conclusively excluded by
doing a narrow-band sweep around the candidate fre-
quency outside the shielded room. The result of this is
shown in Fig. 11. From this, it is clear that this signal
has terrestrial origins.

Limits on ε at four spot frequencies

Four narrow-span scans around 63.9, 70.5, 152, and
247 MHz were chosen as a second calibration of sensitiv-
ity as shown by the orange dots in Fig. 12. For each spot
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FIG. 11. A scan around a candidate signal at 288 MHz done
with a wide-bandwidth Vivaldi antenna outside the shielded
room showing 1,000 seconds of real-time data. The signal is
100 dB stronger than our shielded room detection. This ex-
cludes this signal as a candidate. Other EM peaks, also from
the same antenna, are evident but are below the sensitivity
of the experiment when the shielded room door is closed.

check, at least half a million seconds of data were ob-
tained and used to compute a 5σ limit on ε. This limit is
extrapolated to a month using Eqn. 12. The locations of
spot frequencies were chosen to sample across the entire
50-300 MHz span as well as to investigate the sensitivity
of the experiment in regions with/without room modes.
Span widths were selected to ensure a resolution of at
least one part in 105 and are the same as used in the
pilot experiment (Fig. 9).

X. REACH OF THE PROPOSED EXPERIMENT

Using data from our pilot experiment, we can esti-
mate the constraining power vs. integration time in var-
ious frequency (dark photon mass) bands. This is cross-
checked with 100% efficiency narrow-span scans around
63.9, 70.5, 152, and 247 MHz as a second calibration of
sensitivity. The limit plot in Fig. 12 shows measured and
projected limits between 50-300MHz. Figure 13 overlays
these projections across a much wider parameter space.
Recently, using a superconducting resonator and SQUID
detector Phipps et al. [24] have obtained a limit point at
0.49 MHz, shown by the red dot.

Some discussion of the astrophysical limits and their
robustness is in order. The γ–γ′ CMB bound (brown)
comes from conversion of normal CMB photons to dark
photons and does not require that the dark photons be
dark matter or even have a cosmic abundance. The γ′–γ
bound (dark photon to regular photon) is model depen-
dent because it requires that the dark photon abundance
exist at the time of conversion [6]. Not only is it assumed
that the dark photon is dark matter today, it assumes
that it also existed back in the early universe, in most
cases before matter-radiation equality when we do not
actually have any evidence that dark matter existed. For
the dark photon to be dark matter today but not ex-
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FIG. 12. Limit plot showing the reach of the experiment from
50-300 MHz in several stages. Pilot (blue) shows 5σ limits
after 3.8 hours of data collection using the proof-of-concept
setup. Phase-I (green) shows 5σ extrapolated limits using
current antenna with LNA noise temperature and RBW im-
proved by a factor of 2 and 10, respectively, after 1-month of
real-time data acquisition. Spot checks (orange) show mea-
surements around 63.9, 70.5, 152, and 247 MHz taken with at
least 5 ×105sec of real-time data in the pilot experiment. Un-
like Fig. 9, these values are not extrapolated to one-month. As
expected, these limits lie between the measured and projected
limits from the pilot and Phase-I runs, respectively. Phase-II
(black) shows the projected 5σ limits for a month-long data
run using a cryogenic amplifier.

ist back then implies that it would have to be produced
sometime between then and now (actually between then
and matter-radiation equality). Thus the γ′–γ bound is
weaker than other astrophysical bounds, and speculative.
The IGM heat bound arises from dark photons convert-
ing in the ionized intergalactic medium, below the plasma
frequency and heating it above observed IR bounds [28].

This pilot experiment uses room temperature pream-
plifiers and low efficiency spectrum acquisition. Since the
error on ε scales like the system temperature, as well as
the square root of the real-time spectral coverage, the
next obvious step is to transition to cooled preamplifiers
and the GHz RTSA described above. Improvements in
the antennas are also planned. The dashed black line
represents our forecast for the second phase of this ex-
periment. It relies on a series of technical improvements
in the different frequency bands, ranging from cryogenic
preamplifiers at GHz frequencies to low temperature
bolometers at THz, and a range of frequency dependent
antenna designs. Ultimately, this experiment will be lim-
ited by the warm walls of the shielded room. As with any
broadband search, once a signal is detected and validated
with multiple detectors, the next step would be to focus
on that frequency with more sensitive quantum-limited
high-Q detectors.
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FIG. 13. Projected reach of the Dark E-Field Radio ex-
periment in the next phase. The weak kinetic mixing fac-
tor is plotted vs dark photon mass in eV. Regions excluded
by astrophysics are shown. The light γ′ − γ CMB region is
a model-dependent constraint above which hidden photons
would not account for the total dark matter density. For ref-
erence, planned ADMX axion searches are shown in yellow,
because those experiments may detect dark photons [6, 25].
Recent results, [26, 27], may improve these limits. The orange
points in Phase-I show calibrated exclusion regions at 4 spot
frequencies at 5 σ measured in the current noisy pilot experi-
ment. The red dot shows the point exclusion limit measured
by Phipps et al. (2019). Our Phase-I and -II limits are based
on 1 month integration. Phase-I green region shows 5σ ex-
trapolated limits using current antenna with improved LNA.
Phase-II are cryogenic experiments covering wider ranges.
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